Summary. Conventional debugging tools present developers with means to explore the run-time context in which an error has occurred. In many cases this is enough to help the developer discover the faulty source code and correct it. However, rather often errors occur due to code that has executed in the past, leaving certain objects in an inconsistent state. The actual run-time error only occurs when these inconsistent objects are used later in the program. So-called back-intime debuggers help developers step back through earlier states of the program and explore execution contexts not available to conventional debuggers. Nevertheless, even back-in-time debuggers do not help answer the question, "Where did this object come from?" The Object-Flow Virtual Machine, which we have proposed in previous work, tracks the flow of objects to answer precisely such questions, but this VM does not provide dedicated debugging support to explore faulty programs. In this paper we present a novel debugger, called Compass, to navigate between conventional run-time stack-oriented control flow views and object flows. Compass enables a developer to effectively navigate from an object contributing to an error back-in-time through all the code that has touched the object. We present the design and implementation of Compass, and we demonstrate how flow-centric, back-in-time debugging can be used to effectively locate the source of hard-to-find bugs.
Introduction
When debugging object-oriented systems, the hardest task is to find the actual root cause of a failure as this can be far from where the bug actually manifests itself [1] . In a conventional debugger, the developer is provided with an interface to explore the run-time context at a particular point in time in the execution of the program. Very often defective code leads very quickly to a run-time failure, so in these cases the run-time context is exactly what we need to identify bugs. Unfortunately there are also frequent situations where the failure occurs an arbitrary period of time after the defective code has executed, in which case the run-time context at the time of the failure contains little or no useful information about the source of the error. In a recent study, Liblit et al. examined bug symptoms for various programs and found that in 50% of the cases the execution stack contains essentially no information about the bug's cause [2] .
Back-in-time debuggers have been developed to help developers step back through earlier states of the program and explore execution contexts not available to conventional debuggers. Back-in-time debugging has gained increasing attention recently [3, 4, 5, 6] . Still, even back-in-time debuggers are of only limited help, since they provide no dedicated mechanism to identify which past contexts led to the defective state. As a consequence, developers have to manually inspect the execution history to backtrack the origins of an object. Manual inspection of the execution history can be tedious because of the overwhelming amount of data that is typically recorded from program runs. Essentially, we need an effective way to answer the question: "Where did this object come from?".
We have previously proposed an approach to track the flow of objects in a dedicated Object Flow Virtual Machine to answer precisely such questions [7] , but the prototype VM does not include any debugging support to exploit object-flows. This paper proposes the novel concept of flow-centric debugging to support an effective navigation of object-oriented execution history during debugging, and presents Compass, a proof-ofconcept flow-centric debugger based on the Object Flow VM.
Compass provides several novel views to aid the developer in navigating between the historical control flow and object flow information spaces. One of these views represents the entire history of a running application as an interactive call graph using a "fisheye" view. In this view, the method execution currently in focus is represented as a large circle, and more distant nodes are correspondingly smaller. As one navigates through the call graph, nodes shift and are resized as though they were viewed through a fisheye lens.
The contributions of this paper are: (i) a novel approach, called flow-centric debugging, to bridge control flow views offered by conventional debuggers and historical object state views of back-in-time debuggers, and (ii) a scalable and practical implementation strategy with a proof-of-concept prototype called Compass.
Outline. In Section 2 we present a simple example to motivate the need for flow-centric debugging. In Section 3 we review existing approaches to back-in-time debugging, and demonstrate how they fall short in tracing back through object flows. Section 4 describes Compass, a proof-of-concept, object-centric, back-in-time debugger. Section 5 describes a realistic example that illustrates how Compass can be used effectively to discover hard-to-track software bugs. In Section 6 we present our implementation, which is based on a metamodel for a debugger that integrates control and object flow into a common approach. Section 7 presents conclusions and remarks on possible future extensions.
Motivating example
Let us consider a simple toy example that illustrates the shortcomings of both conventional debuggers and back-in-time debuggers for tracking down a common class of software defects. Figure 1 shows a UML sequence diagram of a scenario leading to a software failure. A Bank is responsible for logging new deposits and adding interest to individual BankAccount instances. It makes a request to an InputReader instance for (1) a new deposit, which is (2) returned to the Bank. The returned value happens to be nil, but this does not lead to an immediate failure. The value is (3) returned to the Bank from a helper method. The value is (4) saved in a BankAccount and (5) stored in a private field. The Bank then triggers the BankAccount to compute interest, so it (6) reads the value with an accessor that (7) returns it. The BankAccount then (8) passes the value to the InterestCalculator instance, which blows up when it tries to compute interest for a nil value. Now consider a developer trying to debug this with a conventional debugger. We can clearly see that the failure is due to the nil value, but the debugger only gives us the run-time context back to the point where the value was (6) read from the field where it was stored. We would have to set a breakpoint where the variable is stored (5) and re-run the program. Now we can see that the value was returned (3) from the method getDeposit, but since this method context is not on the stack anymore, we have to set another breakpoint to find out where the value comes from, etc.
A back-in-time debugger would allow us to step back in time, but we do not know how far back in time we must travel. We have no information to tell us where to go. Although the given scenario is tiny, a real-world scenario might include many thousands of events between the failure and the point where the faulty value is computed and stored. As we shall see in the following section, present back-in-time debuggers do not offer adequate mechanisms to identify the contexts that the faulty object has passed through.
Limitations of current back-in-time debuggers
Next we look briefly at three examples of back-in-time debuggers and summarize the mechanisms they provide for navigating through historical contexts. In particular we look at how well they support the task of tracing object flow.
TOD. The Trace-Oriented Debugger [4] is a back-in-time debugger for Java, implemented as an Eclipse plugin, that improves the performance by using a high-speed distributed database backend. Omniscient Debugger. The Omniscient Debugger [3] is a back-in-time debugger for Java, which instruments bytecode at load time, and offers a user interface to step through the generated traces and inspect the state of objects at any time. Unstuck. The Unstuck debugger [5] is a back-in-time debugger for Squeak Smalltalk 2 .
These approaches adopt a common perspective of the program execution history. All three debuggers provide views that are stack-oriented and state-centric. The user can browse and step through the method execution trace (run-time control flow) and inspect the past state of objects. This perspective is a natural extension from conventional debuggers, which show the current call stack and a snapshot of the current state of objects. Back-in-time debuggers have extended these views with historical run-time data. The call stack is extended to the complete execution trace, and the object inspector is extended to all previous values of an object's fields.
Considering our example, with this perspective we can identify the faulty value of the deposit field in the bank account instance. Furthermore, we can jump to any past method execution. However, none of the three debuggers provides sophisticated support to link the symptom of the bug (null pointer exception) with its root cause (where the null value is introduced). Hence, we do not know how far back we need to jump. If we knew the origin of null, the root cause could be identified in one step. In practice, however, bugs tend to be more complex as faulty variables may infect other variables [8, 9] . Therefore, to trace back the infection chain, often several objects have to be backtracked.
The features that the TOD, Omniscient Debugger, and Unstuck provide to backtrack object flow are ad hoc: -Omniscient Debugger offers similar functionality like TOD -Unstuck: allows one to color all methods in the call trace in which a selected object was used
The features provided by TOD and Omniscient Debugger support only one backtracking step (from a field value to where it was assigned or from a method parameter to where the method was called). Hence, to get to the origin of the value, manual steps are required. This includes figuring out by which method execution an object was returned, which can be hard if loops are involved. Therefore, backtracking non-trivial object flows can quickly become a tedious task.
The coloring feature provided by Unstuck (see Figure 3) gives a good overview of how often an object was used but it provides only limited support for tracking object flows. For objects that are often used, a lot of code gets highlighted even if the code is not in the path of the object that the developer is interested in. This limitation becomes especially obvious if one wants to backtrack the flow values like null, true, and false.
Since these values occur in a very large number of methods, the highlighting of Unstuck is of little use. Further related work. Omnicore's CodeGuide 3 and RetroVue 4 , two commercial products, provide similar stack-oriented functionality like the three above presented approaches. Probably the most interesting earlier related work is ZStep95, a reversible debugger for Lisp. A notable feature of ZStep95 is to directly access from graphical objects the code that drew them [10] . Approaches, such as the Data Display Debugger [11] and Reference Patterns [12] , explicitly focus on graphical state-centric views. Most other back-in-time debugging related work is focused on improving performance and addressing the memory explosion problem rather than researching ways to exploit the gathered data [13, 14, 15] . Problem summary. Since existing back-in-time debuggers adopt the traditional stackoriented and state-centric views and introduce only minimal innovations to take history into account, they fail to capture the orthogonal issue of object flow. As Figure 4 illustrates, the problem we face is to link the control flow and object flow spaces. What we are missing is a means to link these spaces and to provide views to navigate between them.
4 Compass: a flow-centric back-in-time debugger
Compass
5 is a proof-of-concept debugger for object-oriented programs. We chose the name "Compass" because its goal is to be an instrument that provides directions to effectively navigate the large information space. Compass is implemented using the Object Flow VM, which efficiently tracks object-flow at run-time [7] .
The Compass user interface is shown in Figure 5 . We briefly introduce each of the views provided by Compass, and then we focus on the views that are especially interesting from the perspective of navigating between the object and control flow spaces. We now focus on how these views present control flow and object flow, and how they enable navigation between these two spaces.
Navigating method execution traces
Compass provides two synchronized views of method execution traces. The method trace view ((1) in Figure 5 ) shows the entire method execution trace as a tree, and view (2) offers a more conventional stack-oriented view of a single slice of the trace, focused on a given method execution.
The challenge in presenting the entire trace as a tree is that the obvious approach of using a conventional tree list does not scale well. For this reason Compass offers a novel approach to navigating traces based loosely on the notion of a fisheye view [16] . The key idea is to present method executions not as text but as circles, showing the currently selected method execution as a large circle in the center of the view. More distant method executions are shown as progressively smaller circles, progressively closer to the edge of the view. In Figure 6 we see the currently selected method execution simultaneously highlighted in the method trace view and the call stack view. Note that we sacrifice the textual feedback of a tree list view for a high level graphical overview of the method execution tree, but we lose little since the synchronized stack view gives us detailed information of the method execution in focus. We can rapidly navigate to nearby nodes in the tree by clicking on them. Since nodes in neighbouring branches are not represented in the stack view, the fisheye view offers tooltips with the name of each method execution as the mouse hovers over its node.
The layout of the method trace tree is not strictly a conventional fisheye view because we independently scale the x and y coordinates of each node. We compute the x coordinate as a function f t of the timestamp t of a given node, as shown in the following equation, where t f ocus is the start timestamp of the currently selected method execution, C t is a constant configured in the tool, and w is the width of the view:
The value of f t is always in the interval [0, 1); the more f t tends to 0, the closer the node is positioned horizontally to the focused node. The y coordinate is computed similarly, but using the nesting level (depth of the call stack) of method executions instead of their timestamp.
The size s of each circular node is computed as follows:
where the constant s f ocus is the size of the focused method execution. Both constants s f ocus and C t , where the latter defines the relative distance between nodes, can be adjusted by the user. When the focused node changes, the transition from the old to the new state of the method trace view is animated. The smooth transition is intended to help the user follow how the point of view changes. This proved especially useful when backtracking object flows that jump between a large number of method executions.
Navigating object flows
Object flow is visualized as follows: for a given method execution selected in either the method trace view (1) (Figure 5 ) or the stack view (2), all object flow events are listed in view (5) . An object flow is selected by double-clicking on one of these events. The entire object flow is then simultaneously displayed textually as a list in view (3), and graphically as green arrows connecting nodes in the method trace view (1), as shown in Figure 7 . An object flow answers the question "Where did this object come from?" by displaying the path of reference transfers from the instantiation event to the selected reference. One may then navigate through the object flow by using either the textual or graphical views.
The beginning of an object flow represents the creation event. An arrow from a parent to a child node usually means that an object reference was passed as a method argument, and an arrow from a child to its parent node means that the reference was returned from that method. Arrows between more distant nodes mean that the first node wrote the object to a field and that the second node read it. Arrows between parent and child nodes may also indicate that a field was written and then read, but this is relatively rare.
To directly navigate to where the object was instantiated one can select the last item in the textual list. (Like the call stack, which grows from bottom to top, the most recent transfer of the object is at the top of the list and its instantiation is at the bottom of the list.)
Often, not only the flow of an object is of interest but also where one of its field values comes from. Compass and the Object Flow VM treat objects and values of primitive type the same. Hence, to track back the origin of a field value (even if it is nil) one simply changes the focus of Compass to this value.
For more details about the other views and the design and implementation of Compass, the interested reader is referred to the Masters thesis by Fierz [17] .
Flow-centric debugging in action
In this section we demonstrate how Compass can be used in practice with an example of an actual, hard-to-debug defect in a multi-threaded application. The defect occurred in Pharo Smalltalk 6 in the software update feature, which downloads and installs both kernel and library updates. The example has been simplified for presentation purposes, but otherwise reflects the actual defect.
Problem. The example application downloads and installs software updates using two concurrent processes. The download process is handled by an UpdateDownloader class. It puts updates into a queue shared with an installer process and puts a special marker in the queue to indicate that all updates have been downloaded: Unfortunately the application freezes unexpectedly. If we interrupt the application, a traditional debugger tells us that the update loader is blocked on an empty queue. This suggests that the downloader has not only stopped putting updates into the queue, but it has also failed to put the "finished" marker into the queue. Inspecting the stack trace and reading the source code does not help us to get any further in tracking down the source of the problem.
Solution. In Compass, when more than one process is traced, the method trace view simply displays more than one root method execution.
Starting Compass, we find ourselves in the context of the block method execution of next in the shared queue. Stepping up the stack one level, we find ourselves in the UpdateLoader method responsible for sending the blocking request (Figure 8) . We see here that next has been sent 5 times, after which the method blocks on the shared queue. Therefore, this context is clearly interesting and we bookmark it so that we can easily return here. Now we want to understand where the objects in the shared queue are coming from, so we double-click the statement return '4+4' to backtrack the flow of the string '4+4' (Figure 9 ). We follow back the object flow, which brings us from the update loader process to the execution of withIndexDo: in the download process (see Figure 10) . We can clearly see that a fifth update has been downloaded, but then the downloader stops abruptly. Something has interrupted this process, but we do not know what. The other active process is the update loader, so we follow our bookmark back to there.
We note (Figure 8 ) that updates read from the queue are evaluated by the compiler, so now we step into the last evaluation and explore what happened during the last update. Quickly we arrived at the cleanup method of the update loader and remark something unusual in the side effects graph (right side of Figure 11 ), namely that the update loader used to have a reference to the downloader, but now it points to nil. Furthermore, the downloader no longer refers to its process. Stepping further we discover that the cleanup method terminates the downloader and nils it out (Figure 12 ). Evidently this update has erroneously initiated the cleanup procedure, which is only supposed to be invoked when all updates have been downloaded. The forward flow shows us that the downloader is later instructed to terminate itself. When we shift our focus to this point, the run-time stack tells us that this request has originated from one of the downloaded updates.
6 Implementation: a flow-centric debugging metamodel
Existing approaches commonly collect run-time data by introducing sensors into the bytecode to emit events whenever a method is entered or exited, or when a variable is assigned. The result is a trace of events organized into a control flow. The data for the user interface is then obtained by querying this trace. In contrast, we implement our new approach to flow-centric debugging by making the relevant metamodel explicit. In order to effectively exploit the opportunities offered by back-in-time debuggers, we must connect these views at the metamodel level. The metamodel is populated by run-time data gathered by the Object Flow VM, which tracks object-flow by creating an alias whenever an object reference is transferred [7] . Figure 14 presents our proposal for a combined metamodel. The upper portion of the figure shows our metamodel for representing control flow information [18] . The lower portion presents our metamodel for expressing object flow.
Control flow. The execution trace is modeled by the entity MethodExecution, which points to the caller and holds a timestamp to capture the order and nesting of method executions in the control flow. Each method execution is associated with the entity Method, its static counterpart. The code of a method is represented as a list of statements (we could also use an abstract syntax tree representation, but a flat list is sufficient for our purpose). This control flow metamodel provides the means to step through the runtime control flow and to map each method execution to the source code statement from which it was called (notice the association between MethodExecution and the Send statement). Hence, one main reason for capturing single statements is to be able to map dynamic events, like method executions, to the source code.
Object flow. Object-flow is captured by representing every object reference created at run-time as an instance of the entity Alias. A new alias is created whenever an object is created, passed as a parameter to a method, returned from a method, written to a field, or read from a field. The flow of an object is then given by all its aliases. Through the origin association, each alias points to the alias from which it originates. This allows us to track the flow of an object from a specific point in the program execution back to where it was instantiated. Furthermore, aliases capture historical object state, modeled by the predecessor association.
The combined control flow and object flow metamodel establishes the links between these two: each alias is linked to the control flow that caused the alias to be created. That is, each alias captures the method execution in which it is created and it captures the static statement that caused its creation. This linking in our metamodel allows us to precisely map object flow to control flow. Hence, the metamodel not only supports stepping in the execution trace, but it also directly supports navigating along the flow of objects.
Scalability. Benchmarks of our Object Flow VM have shown significant improvements over existing approaches. By only keeping track of still-relevant past data, memory consumption stays within reasonable bounds and the run-time overhead is reduced. Our solution makes use of the garbage collector to release the objects that are not referenced anymore in memory and that are not relevant anymore in the program's history. The relevance of a historical data point depends, among other properties, on the flow of objects. For instance, a method context (and its associated call stack) is retained in history as long as objects exist in memory that were passed through this method context. The Object Flow VM tracks object flow and hence the Compass debugger can directly access this information without requiring a static analysis.
For a more detailed description of the Object Flow VM and its performance characteristics we refer the interested reader to our previous work [7, 19] .
Conclusions and future Work
We have proposed flow-centric, back-in-time debugging as a novel way to improve the effectiveness of back-in-time debuggers by tracking the flow of object references back through the method executions responsible for their flow. We have presented Compass, a proof-of-concept prototype that offers several novel views to aid the developer in navigating between historical control flow and object flow views. We have presented a typical scenario that demonstrates how empirically hard-to-find defects can be effectively tracked down with flow-centric debugging. Finally we have formalized our approach by presenting a simple metamodel that integrates conventional control-flow analysis of running applications with object flow analysis.
Although Compass was not especially designed for debugging multi-threaded applications, it turns out to be remarkable effective since object flows capture precisely the interesting interactions between processes. The fisheye view displays the method executions of each relevant process as a tree. These trees then interleave. The view could be further improved by better distinguishing the different processes, yet keeping the property of revealing object reference transfers between processes.
We have not yet carried out an empirical study to evaluate the effectiveness of flowcentric debugging. We hypothesize that Compass will considerably speed up the process of identifying the root cause of typical bugs in object-oriented programs compared to the identical tool lacking object-flow navigation features.
